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Abstract
Recent work has shown that self-supervised001
dialog-specific pretraining on large conversa-002
tional datasets yields substantial gains over tra-003
ditional language modeling (LM) pretraining in004
downstream task-oriented dialog (TOD). These005
approaches, however, exploit general dialogic006
corpora (e.g., Reddit) and thus presumably007
fail to reliably embed domain-specific knowl-008
edge useful for concrete downstream TOD do-009
mains. In this work, we investigate the ef-010
fects of domain specialization of pretrained lan-011
guage models (PLMs) for TOD. Within our012
DS-TOD framework, we first automatically ex-013
tract salient domain-specific terms, and then014
use them to construct DOMAINCC and DO-015
MAINREDDIT – resources that we leverage016
for domain-specific pretraining, based on (i)017
masked language modeling (MLM) and (ii) re-018
sponse selection (RS) objectives, respectively.019
We further propose a resource-efficient and020
modular domain specialization by means of do-021
main adapters – additional parameter-light lay-022
ers in which we encode the domain knowledge.023
Our experiments with prominent TOD tasks –024
dialog state tracking (DST) and response re-025
trieval (RR) – encompassing five domains from026
the MULTIWOZ benchmark demonstrate the027
effectiveness of DS-TOD. Moreover, we show028
that the light-weight adapter-based specializa-029
tion (1) performs comparably to full fine-tuning030
in single domain setups and (2) is particularly031
suitable for multi-domain specialization, where032
besides advantageous computational footprint,033
it can offer better downstream performance.034

1 Introduction035

Task-oriented dialog (TOD), where conversational036

agents help users complete concrete tasks (e.g.,037

book flights or order food), has arguably been one038

of the most prominent NLP applications in recent039

years, both in academia (Budzianowski et al., 2018;040

Henderson et al., 2019c; Liu et al., 2021a, inter041

alia) and industry (e.g., Yan et al., 2017; Hender-042

son et al., 2019b). Like for most other NLP tasks,043

fine-tuning of pretrained language models (PLMs) 044

like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT-2 (Rad- 045

ford et al., 2019) pushed the state-of-the-art in TOD 046

tasks (Budzianowski and Vulić, 2019; Hosseini-Asl 047

et al., 2020), with LM pretraining at the same time 048

alleviating the need for large labeled datasets (Ra- 049

madan et al., 2018). 050

More recent TOD work recognized the idiosyn- 051

crasy of dialog – that dialogs represent interleaved 052

exchanges of utterances between two (or more) 053

participants – and proposed pretraining objectives 054

specifically tailored for dialogic corpora (Hender- 055

son et al., 2019c; Wu et al., 2020; Bao et al., 2020, 056

inter alia). For instance, Wu et al. (2020) pretrain 057

their TOD-BERT model on the concatenation of 058

nine human-to-human multi-turn dialog datasets. 059

Similarly, Henderson et al. (2019c, 2020) pretrain 060

a general-purpose dialog encoder on a large corpus 061

from Reddit by means of response selection objec- 062

tives. Encoding dialogic linguistic knowledge in 063

this way led to significant performance improve- 064

ments in downstream TOD tasks. 065

While these approaches impart useful dialogic 066

linguistic knowledge they fail to exploit the fact 067

that individual task-oriented dialogs typically be- 068

long to one narrow domain (e.g., food ordering) or 069

few closely related domains (e.g., booking a train 070

and hotel; Budzianowski et al., 2018; Ramadan 071

et al., 2018). Given the multitude of different down- 072

stream TOD domains (e.g., ordering food is quite 073

different from booking a flight) it is, intuitively, 074

unlikely that general dialogic pretraining reliably 075

encodes domain-specific knowledge for all of them. 076

In this work, we propose Domain Specialization 077

for Task Oriented Dialog (DS-TOD), a novel do- 078

main specialization framework for task-oriented 079

dialog. DS-TOD, depicted in Figure 1, has three 080

steps: (1) we extract domain-specific terms (e.g., 081

taxi-related terms) from the training portions of a 082

task-specific TOD corpus; (2) we use the extracted 083

terms to obtain domain-specific data from large 084
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unlabeled corpora (e.g., Reddit); (3) we conduct085

intermediate training of a PLM (e.g., BERT) on the086

domain-specific data in order to inject the domain-087

specific knowledge into the encoder. As a result,088

we obtain a domain-specialized PLM, which can089

then be fine-tuned for downstream TOD tasks such090

as dialog state tracking or response retrieval.091

Contributions. We advance the state-of-the-art in092

TOD with the following contributions: (i) Depart-093

ing from general-purpose dialogic pretraining (e.g.,094

Henderson et al., 2019a), we leverage a simple095

terminology extraction method to construct DO-096

MAINCC and DOMAINREDDIT corpora which we097

then use for domain-specific LM and dialogic pre-098

training, respectively. (ii) We examine different099

objectives for injecting domain-specific knowledge100

into PLMs: we empirically compare Masked Lan-101

guage Modeling (MLM) applied on the “flat” do-102

main dataset DOMAINCC against two different103

Response Selection (RS) objectives (Henderson104

et al., 2019c; Oord et al., 2018) applied on the105

dialogic DOMAINREDDIT corpus. We demon-106

strate the effectiveness of our specialization on two107

TOD tasks – dialog state tracking (DST) and re-108

sponse retrieval (RR) – for five domains from the109

MULTIWOZ dataset (Budzianowski et al., 2018;110

Eric et al., 2020). (iii) We propose modular do-111

main specialization for TOD via adapter mod-112

ules (Houlsby et al., 2019; Pfeiffer et al., 2020).113

Additional experiments reveal the advantages of114

adapter-based specialization in multi-domain TOD:115

combining domain-specific adapters via stacking116

(Pfeiffer et al., 2020) or fusion (Pfeiffer et al., 2021)117

(a) performs en par with or outperforms expensive118

multi-domain pretraining, while (b) having a much119

smaller computational footprint.1120

2 Data Collection121

We create large-scale domain-specific corpora in122

two steps: given a collection of in-domain dialogs123

we first extract salient domain terms (§2.1); we124

then use these domain terms to filter content from125

CCNet (Wenzek et al., 2020) as a large general cor-126

pus and Reddit as a source of dialogic data (§2.2).127

1Assume N mutually close domains and a bi-domain
downstream setup (any two domains). With an adapter-based
approach, we pretrain one adapter for each domain (complex-
ity: N ) and then combine the adapters of the two domains
intertwined in the concrete downstream setup. In contrast,
multi-domain specialization would require one bi-domain pre-
training for each two-domain combination (complexity: N2).

2.1 Domain-Specific Ngrams 128

We start from Wizard-of-Oz, a widely used multi- 129

domain TOD dataset (MultiWOZ; Budzianowski 130

et al., 2018): we resort to the revised version 131

2.1 (Eric et al., 2020) and work with the five do- 132

mains that have test dialogs: Taxi, Attraction, Train, 133

Hotel, and Restaurant. Table 1 shows the statistics 134

of domain-specific MultiWOZ subsets. 135

To obtain large domain-specific corpora for our 136

intermediate training, we first construct sets of 137

domain-specific ngrams for each domain. To 138

this end, we first compute TF-IDF scores2 for all 139

{1,2,3}-grams found in single-domain dialogs from 140

MultiWOZ training sets.3 We then select N ngrams 141

with the largest TF-IDF scores4 and manually elim- 142

inate from that list ngrams that are not intrinsic 143

to the domain (e.g., weekdays, named locations). 144

Finally, since MultiWOZ terms follow the British 145

spelling (e.g., centre, theatre), we add the corre- 146

sponding American forms (e.g., center, theater). 147

The resulting ngram sets are given in Table 2. 148

2.2 Domain-Specific Corpora 149

We next use the extracted domain ngrams to re- 150

trieve two types of in-domain data for domain spe- 151

cialization: (i) flat text and (ii) dialogic data. 152

DOMAINCC. For each of the five MultiWOZ do- 153

mains, we create the corresponding flat text corpus 154

for MLM training by filtering out 200K sentences 155

from the English portion of CCNet (Wenzek et al., 156

2020)5 that contain one or more of the previously 157

extracted domain terms. We additionally clean all 158

DOMAINCC portions by removing email addresses 159

and URLs, and lower-casing all terms. 160

DOMAINREDDIT. Being constructed from Com- 161

monCrawl, DOMAINCC portions do not exhibit 162

any natural conversational structure, encoding of 163

which has been shown beneficial for downstream 164

TOD (Henderson et al., 2019c; Wu et al., 2020). 165

We thus additionally create a dialogic corpus for 166

each domain: we employ the Pushshift API (Baum- 167

gartner et al., 2020) to extract dialogic data from 168

2TF: total ngram frequency in all domain dialogs; IDF:
inverse of the proportion of dialogs containing the ngram.

3E.g., for the Taxi domain, we collect all training dialogs
that span only that domain (i.e., only taxi ordering) and omit
dialogs that besides Taxi involve one or more other domains
(e.g., taxi ordering and hotel booking in the same dialog).

4In all our experiments, we set N = 80.
5A high-quality collection of monolingual corpora ex-

tracted from CommonCrawl that has been used for pretraining
multilingual PLMs (Conneau et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020).
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Figure 1: Overview of DS-TOD. Three different specialization objectives for injecting domain-specific knowledge
into PLMs (see §3.1): (1) Masked Language Modeling (MLM) on the “flat” domain corpus DOMAINCC, (2)
Response Selection (RS) via Classification, and (3) Response Selection via Contrastive Learning operating on the
dialogic DOMAINREDDIT. Domain specialization performed either via (a) full fine-tuning or (b) adapters (see §3.2).

Taxi Restaurant Hotel Train Attraction

Slot names destination, departure,
arriveBy, leaveAt

pricerange, area,
day, people, food,

name, time

pricerange, parking,
internet, stars, area,

type, people, day,
stay, name

destination, departure,
day, people, arriveBy,

leaveAt

area, type,
name

# Total (tr., dev, test) 1654, 207, 195 3813, 438, 437 3381, 416, 394 3103, 484, 494 2717, 401, 395
# Multi-domain (tr., dev, test) 1329, 150, 143 2616, 388, 375 2868, 360, 327 2828, 454, 461 2590, 390, 383
# Single domain (tr., dev, test) 325, 57, 52 1197, 50, 62 513, 56, 67 275, 30, 33 127, 11, 12

% Single domain 24.62% 19.00% 15.21% 7.25% 3.49%

Table 1: Statistics for MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset. For each domain, we report slot names, the total number of dialogs as
well as the number of single-domain and multi-domain dialogs.

Reddit (period 2015–2019). To this end, we select169

subreddits related to traveling (listed in Table 3)170

which we believe align well with the content of171

MultiWOZ, which was created by simulating con-172

versations between tourists and clerks in a tourist173

information center. Each of the subreddits con-174

tains threads composed of a series of comments,175

each of which can serve as a context followed by176

a series of responses. For DOMAINREDDIT we177

select context-response pairs where either the con-178

text utterance or the response contains at least one179

of the domain-specific terms. To construct exam-180

ples for injecting conversational knowledge, we181

follow Henderson et al. (2019a) and couple each182

true context-response pair (i.e., a comment and183

its immediate response) with a false response – a184

non-immediate response from the same thread. Ta-185

ble 4 provides an example context with its true186

and one false response. Finally, we also clean DO-187

MAINREDDIT by removing email addresses and188

URLs as well as comments having fewer than 10189

characters. The total number of Reddit triples (con-190

text, true response, false response) that we extract191

this way for the MultiWOZ domains is as follows: 192

Taxi – 120K; Attraction – 157K; Hotel – 229K; 193

Train – 229K; and Restaurant – 243K. 194

3 Domain Specialization Methods 195

The next step in DS-TOD is the injection of domain- 196

specific knowledge through intermediate model 197

training on DOMAINCC and DOMAINREDDIT. To 198

this end, we train a PLM (1) via Masked Lan- 199

guage Modeling on DOMAINCC and (2) using 200

two different Response Selection objectives on DO- 201

MAINREDDIT. Finally, for all objectives, we com- 202

pare full domain fine-tuning (i.e., we update all 203

PLM parameters) against adapter-based special- 204

ization where we freeze the PLM parameters and 205

inject domain knowledge into new adapter layers. 206

3.1 Training Objectives 207

Masked Language Modeling (MLM). Follow- 208

ing successful work on domain-adaptive pretrain- 209

ing via LM (Gururangan et al., 2020; Aharoni and 210

Goldberg, 2020; Glavaš et al., 2020), we investi- 211
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Domain Ngrams

Taxi
taxi, contact number, book a taxi, booked, time schedule, pickup, leaving, booked type, booking completed, departing, destination,
cab, completed booked, honda, ford, audi, lexus, toyota, departure, skoda, lexus contact, toyota contact, ford contact, volvo,
train station, departure site, tesla, audi contact, honda contact, skoda contact, picking, departing, volkswagen

Attraction
museum, college, entrance, attraction, information, centre town, center town, entertainment, swimming pool, gallery, sports,
nightclub, pounds, park, postcode, architecture, centre area, center area, cinema, church, trinity college, entrance free,
jello gallery, post code, town centre, town center, downing college

Train
train station, travel time, leaving, pounds, train ticket, departing, payable, train leaving, cambridge, london, reference id,
arrive, destination, kings cross, total fee, departure, arriving, book a train, booked, stansted, stansted airport, peterborough,
traveling, trip, airport, booking successful, norwich

Hotel
hotel, nights, parking, free parking, wifi, star hotel, price range, free wifi, guesthouse, guest house, internet, guest, hotel room,
star rating, expensive room, priced, rating, book room, moderately priced, moderate price, stay for, reservation, breakfast available,
book people, fully booked, booking, reference

Restaurant

restaurant, food, price range, expensive, cheap, priced, chinese food, italian food, moderately priced, south town, book table,
city, north town, serving, city centre, city center, european food, reservation, food type, phone address, centre town, center town,
expensive restaurant, moderate price, cuisine, restaurant center, restaurant centre, south town, expensive price, east town,
cheap restaurant, indian food, asian food, british food, book people

Table 2: Salient domain ngrams extracted from the single-domain training portions of MultiWOZ.

Subreddit # Members Domains

travel 5.8M Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
backpacking 2.5M Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
solotravel 1.7M Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
CasualUK 797K Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
unitedkingdom 553K Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
restaurant 81.6K Restaurant
trains 64.8K Train, Attraction
hotel 1.8K Hotel
hotels 4.9K Hotel
tourism 3.9K Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
uktravel 1.5K Taxi, Attraction, Train, Hotel, Restaurant
taxi 0.6K Taxi

Table 3: Subreddits and associated domains selected
for creating DOMAINREDDIT.

Field Example

Subreddit restaurant

Context
Hosts don’t get tips? That’s news to me. Most host positions
in my area get at least 1% of sales; they make anywhere
between 60−100 per night in tips!

Response

We get tips but definitely not that much (in my experience).
The tip out in my restaurant is 1% split between shift leaders,
food runners, and any other FOH other than servers/bartenders.
Full time hosts get about 50-75 every other week

False response
Wow that’s terrible. Then again, my restaurant is in CA, so
wages and guest check averages are usually higher.

Table 4: Example from DOMAINREDDIT dataset.

gate the effect of running standard MLM on the212

domain-specific portions of DOMAINCC.213

Response Selection (RS). RS objectives force214

the model to recognize the correct response utter-215

ance given the context – pretraining with such ob-216

jectives is particularly useful for conversational217

settings, including TOD tasks (Henderson et al.,218

2019c, 2020). We consider two RS objectives.219

The first is a simple pairwise binary classification220

formulation (RS-Class): given a context-response221

pair, predict whether the response is a true (i.e.,222

immediate) response to the context. We straight-223

forwardly use pairs of contexts and their true re-224

sponses from DOMAINREDDIT as positive training 225

instances. Next, we create negative samples for 226

each positive instance as follows: (a) we use the 227

crawled false response from DOMAINREDDIT,6 228

which represents a relevant but non-consecutive 229

response from the same thread; (b) we addition- 230

ally randomly sample k utterances from the same 231

domain but different threads (the easy negatives).7 232

The second response selection objective (RS- 233

Contrast) that we adopt is a type of loss function 234

used for contrastive model training based on the 235

representational similarities between sampled pos- 236

itive and negative pairs (Oord et al., 2018). It has 237

been used for pretraining cross-lingual language 238

models (Chi et al., 2021) and shown to be useful 239

in information retrieval (Reimers and Gurevych, 240

2021; Thakur et al., 2021). The idea is to estimate 241

the mutual information between pairs of variables 242

by discriminating between a positive pair and its 243

associated N negative pairs. Given a true context- 244

response pair and N corresponding negatives (the 245

same as for RS-Class), the noise-contrastive esti- 246

mation (NCE) loss is computed as: 247

LNCE = − log
exp (f(c, r+))∑N+1
i=1 exp (f(c, ri))

, 248

where c is the context, r+ is the true response and 249

ri iterates over all responses for the context – the 250

true response r+ and N false responses; a func- 251

tion f produces a score that indicates whether the 252

response r is a true response of the context c. 253

6Non-immediate responses from the same thread represent
the so-called hard negatives introduced to prevent the model
from learning simple lexical cues and similar heuristics that
poorly generalize.

7k is uniformly sampled from the set {1, 2, 3}.
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By learning to differentiate whether the response254

is true or false for a given context (RS-Class) or255

to produce a higher score for a true response than256

for false responses (RS-Contrast), RS objectives257

encourage the PLM to adapt to the underlying258

structure of the conversation. By feeding only in-259

domain data to it, we encode domain-specific con-260

versational knowledge into the model.261

3.2 Adapter-Based Domain Specialization262

Fully fine-tuning the model requires adjusting all263

of the model’s parameters, which can be undesir-264

able due to large computational effort and risk of265

catastrophic forgetting of the previously acquired266

knowledge (McCloskey and Cohen, 1989; Pfeif-267

fer et al., 2021). To alleviate these issues, we268

investigate the use of adapters (Houlsby et al.,269

2019), additional parameter-light modules that are270

injected into a PLM before fine-tuning. In adapter-271

based fine-tuning only adapter parameters are up-272

dated while the pretrained parameters are kept273

frozen (and previously acquired knowledge thus274

preserved). We adopt the adapter-transformer ar-275

chitecture proposed by Pfeiffer et al. (2020), which276

inserts a single adapter layer into each transformer277

layer and computes the output of the adapter, a278

two-layer feed-forward network, as follows:279

Adapter(h, r) = U · g(D · h) + r,280

with h and r as the hidden state and residual of281

the respective transformer layer. D ∈ Rm×h and282

U ∈ Rh×m are the linear down- and up-projections,283

respectively (h being the transformer’s hidden size,284

and m as the adapter’s bottleneck dimension), and285

g(·) is a non-linear activation function. The resid-286

ual r is the output of the transformer’s feed-forward287

layer whereas h is the output of the subsequent288

layer normalization. The down-projection D com-289

presses token representations to the adapter size290

m ≪ h, and the up-projection U projects the acti-291

vated down-projections back to the transformer’s292

hidden size h. The ratio h/m captures the fac-293

tor by which the adapter-based fine-tuning is more294

parameter-efficient than full fine-tuning.295

For multi-domain TOD scenarios (i.e., dialogs296

covering more than a single domain), we further ex-297

periment with combinations of individual domain298

adapters: (1) sequential stacking of adapters one299

on top of the other (Pfeiffer et al., 2020) and (2)300

adapter fusion, where we compute a weighted av-301

erage of outputs of individual adapter, with fusion302

weights as parameters to be tuned in the final task- 303

specific fine-tuning (Pfeiffer et al., 2021). 304

4 Experiments 305

Evaluation Task and Measures. We evaluate 306

our domain-specialized models and baselines on 307

two prominent downstream TOD tasks: dialog 308

state tracking (DST) and response retrieval (RR). 309

DST is treated as a multi-class classification task 310

based on a predefined ontology, where given the 311

dialog history, the goal is to predict the output state, 312

i.e., (domain, slot, value) tuples. For our implemen- 313

tation, we follow Wu et al. (2020), and represent 314

the dialog history as a sequence of utterances. The 315

model then needs to predict slot values for each 316

(domain, slot) pair at each dialog turn. We report 317

the joint goal accuracy, in which the predicted di- 318

alog states are compared to the ground truth slot 319

values at each dialog turn. The ground truth con- 320

tains slot values for all the (domain, slot) candidate 321

pairs. A prediction is considered correct if and only 322

if all predicted slot values exactly match its ground 323

truth values. RR is a ranking problem, relevant 324

for retrieval-based TOD systems (Wu et al., 2017; 325

Henderson et al., 2019c). Following Henderson 326

et al. (2020) and Wu et al. (2020), we adopt recall 327

at top rank given 100 randomly sampled candidates 328

(R100@1) as the evaluation metric for RR. 329

Data. In the pretraining procedure, we use the 330

domain-specific portions of our novel DOMAINCC 331

and DOMAINREDDIT resources (§2). For the 332

MLM training, we randomly sample 200K domain- 333

specific contexts from DOMAINCC and dynami- 334

cally mask 15% of the subword tokens. For RS- 335

Class and RS-Contrast, we randomly sample 200K 336

instances from DOMAINREDDIT. We evaluate the 337

efficacy of the methods on DST and RR using Mul- 338

tiWOZ 2.1 (Eric et al., 2020). Since we aim to un- 339

derstand the effect of the domain specialization, we 340

construct domain-specific training, development, 341

and testing portions from the original data set by 342

assigning them all dialogs that belong to a domain 343

(i.e., both single- and multi-domain dialogs) from 344

respective overall (train, dev, test) portions. 345

Models and Baselines. We experiment with 346

two PLMs: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and its 347

TOD-sibling, TOD-BERT (Wu et al., 2020).8As 348

baselines, we report the performance of the non- 349

8We use the pretrained models bert-base-cased and
TODBERT/TOD-BERT-JNT-V1 from HuggingFace.
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Dialog State Tracking Response Retrieval

Model Taxi Restaurant Hotel Train Attraction Avg. Taxi Restaurant Hotel Train Attraction Avg.

BERT 23.87 35.44 30.18 41.93 29.77 32.24 23.25 37.61 38.97 44.53 48.47 38.57
TOD-BERT 30.45 43.58 36.20 48.79 42.70 40.34 45.68 57.43 53.84 60.66 60.26 55.57
BERT-MLM 23.74 37.09 32.77 40.96 36.66 34.24 31.37 53.08 45.41 51.66 52.23 46.75
TOD-BERT-MLM 29.94 43.14 36.11 47.61 41.54 39.67 41.77 55.27 50.60 55.17 54.62 51.49
TOD-BERT-RS-Class 36.39 43.38 37.89 48.82 43.31 41.96 47.01 58.21 57.05 59.70 57.72 55.94
TOD-BERT-RS-Contrast 35.03 44.81 38.74 49.04 42.73 42.07 48.04 59.82 54.49 60.06 60.63 56.61
BERT-MLM-adapter 22.52 40.49 31.90 42.17 35.05 34.43 32.84 44.01 39.15 38.43 45.05 39.90
TOD-BERT-MLM-adapter 32.06 44.06 36.74 48.84 43.50 41.04 49.08 58.18 55.55 59.46 60.26 56.51
TOD-BERT-RS-Class-adapter 33.10 42.57 38.61 49.03 42.35 41.13 49.59 61.26 56.87 58.88 60.00 57.32
TOD-BERT-RS-Contrast-adapter 34.90 44.42 37.52 48.71 42.83 41.68 47.97 58.97 55.41 59.15 61.95 56.69

Table 5: Results of DS-TOD models on two downstream tasks: Dialog State Tracking (DST) and Response Retrieval
(RR) with joint goal accuracy (%) as the metric for DST and R100@1 (Henderson et al., 2020) (%) for RR.

specialized variants and compare them against our350

domain-specialized PLM variants, obtained after351

intermediate MLM-training on DOMAINCC or RS-352

Class/RS-Contrast training on DOMAINREDDIT.353

Hyperparameters and Optimization. During354

domain-specific pretraining, we fix the maximum355

sequence length to 256 subword tokens (for RS356

objectives, we limit both the context and response357

to 128 tokens). We train for 30 epochs, in batches358

of 32 instances and search for the optimal learn-359

ing rate among the following values: {1 · 10−4, 5 ·360

10−5, 1 · 10−5, 1 · 10−6}. We apply early stop-361

ping based on development set performance (pa-362

tience: 3 epochs). We minimize the cross-entropy363

loss using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015). For364

downstream evaluation, we train for 300 epochs365

in batches of 6 (DST) and 24 instances (RS) with366

the learning rate fixed to 5 · 10−5. We also apply367

dev-set-based early stopping (patience: 10 epochs).368

5 Results and Discussion369

Overall performance. We report downstream370

DST and RR results in Table 5, which is segmented371

in three parts: (1) at the top we show the baseline372

results (BERT, TOD-BERT) without any domain373

specialization; (2) in the middle of the table we374

show results of PLMs specialized for domains via375

full fine-tuning; (3) the bottom of the table contains376

results for our adapter-based domain specialization.377

In both DST and RR, TOD-BERT massively378

outperforms BERT due to its conversational knowl-379

edge. Domain specialization brings gains for both380

PLMs across the board. The only exception is full381

MLM-fine-tuning of TOD-BERT (i.e., TOD-BERT-382

MLM vs. TOD-BERT; -4% for RR and -0.8% for383

DST): we believe that this is an example of neg-384

ative interference – while TOD-BERT is learning385

domain knowledge, it is – because of MLM-based386

domain training – forgetting the conversational 387

knowledge obtained in dialogic pretraining (Wu 388

et al., 2020). This hypothesis is further supported 389

by the fact that adapter-based MLM specialization 390

of TOD-BERT – which prevents negative interfer- 391

ence by design – brings slight performance gains 392

(i.e., TOD-BERT-MLM-adapter vs. TOD-BERT; 393

+0.8% for DST and +1.0% for RR) and is consistent 394

with the concurrent findings of Qiu et al. (2021). 395

Overall, domain specialization with RS seems 396

to be more robust than that via MLM-ing, with the 397

two variants (RS-Class and RS-Contrast) exhibit- 398

ing similar average performance across evaluation 399

settings. This points to the importance of injecting 400

both the knowledge of dialogic structure as well as 401

domain knowledge for performance gains in TOD 402

tasks in the domain of interest. 403

Interestingly, the gains from domain specializa- 404

tion are significantly more pronounced for Taxi 405

than for other domains. We relate this to the pro- 406

portion of the single-domain dialogs for a given 407

domain in MultiWOZ, which is by far the largest 408

(24%, see Table 1) for the Taxi domain. Conse- 409

quently, successful specialization for that domain 410

is a priori more likely to show substantial gains on 411

MultiWOZ (i.e., less multi-domain influence). 412

An encouraging finding is that, on average, 413

adapter-based specialization yields similar gains 414

as specialization via full fine-tuning: given that 415

adapter fine-tuning is substantially more efficient, 416

this holds the promise of more sustainable TOD. 417

Sample Efficiency. To further understand the ef- 418

fect of the injected domain-specific knowledge, we 419

conduct an additional few-shot analysis (Figure 2) 420

on DST. To this end, we select the Taxi domain, 421

since we witnessed the largest gains for that do- 422

main. We analyse the differences in performance 423

between baseline and domain-specialized PLMs 424

when they are exposed to downstream training por- 425
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Figure 2: Sample efficiency of DS-TOD for DST: joint
goal accuracy (%) for randomly sampled sub-portions
(5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 100%) of the
downstream training data from the Taxi domain.

tions of different sizes, ranging from 5 to 100% of426

the whole training dataset.9 TOD-BERT retains427

a sizable performance gap over BERT for all set-428

tings, pointing to the power of dialogic pretraining.429

Importantly, for all dataset sizes, the performances430

of the domain-specialized variants of TOD-BERT-431

RS-{Class, Contrast} surpass the one of the non-432

specialized TOD-BERT. Even more interestingly,433

specialized variants exposed to only 50% of the434

DST training data manage to surpass the perfor-435

mance of TOD-BERT fine-tuned on all of the train-436

ing data (100%). This suggests that self-supervised437

domain specialization has the potential to substan-438

tially reduce the amount of annotated TOD data439

required to reach some performance level.440

Cross-Domain Transfer. MultiWOZ domains are441

mutually quite related: some are similar, i.e., share442

vocabulary and slots (e.g., Taxi and Train) whereas443

others often appear together in a dialog (e.g., Train444

and Hotel; see Table 1 for the number of multi-445

domain MultiWOZ dialogs). We thus next investi-446

gate whether intermediate training for one domain447

benefits other, closely related domains. To this448

end, we expose models specialized for one domain449

(e.g., Taxi) to downstream fine-tuning and evalua-450

tion in the other domain (e.g., Restaurant). Figure 3451

summarizes the deltas in performance between the452

non-specialized TOD-BERT and TOD-BERT-RS-453

Contrast for all domain pairs. Encouragingly, the454

specialization for one domain seems to generally455

lead to downstream gains in related domains too:456

the gains are most prominent for pairs of domains457

that frequently co-occur in dialogs – Hotel pretrain-458

9Note that 5% of the training data in the Taxi domain
amounts to 83 dialogs.

ing for the Restaurant downstream (and vice versa) 459

and Taxi pretraining for downstream tasks in the 460

Restaurant and Attraction domains. 461

Multi-Domain Specialization. In many real-world 462

scenarios, a single model needs to be able to han- 463

dle multiple domains because (a) multi-domain 464

(MD) dialogs exist and (b) simultaneous deploy- 465

ment of multiple single-domain (SD) models may 466

not be feasible. To simulate this scenario, we con- 467

duct an additional analysis, in which we concate- 468

nate dialogs from respective MultiWOZ portions 469

that cover concrete combinations of two or three 470

domains. We choose three domain combinations 471

with the largest number of MD dialogs, namely 472

the two largest 2-domain combinations and the 473

largest 3-domain combination: Hotel+Train, At- 474

traction+Train, and Hotel+Taxi+Restaurant. 475

As baselines, we report the performance of 476

BERT and TOD-BERT fine-tuned on the respec- 477

tive MD TOD training sets. We test the effect of 478

MD specialization in two variants: (1) fully spe- 479

cialized model trained for multiple domains (Full- 480

FT): as RS-Class has proven to be effective in our 481

SD-specialization experiments, we run RS-Class 482

training on the concatenation of the selected do- 483

mains from DOMAINREDDIT that correspond to 484

the domains of the joint training sets. Accordingly, 485

the training data is roughly twice (or three times) as 486

big as that used for SD specialization; (2) compo- 487

sition of SD adapters for multiple domains: while 488

for Full-FT, a new intermediate training is neces- 489

sary for each domain combination, with adapter- 490

based specialization we can simply combine the 491

adapters of relevant domains in downstream fine- 492

tuning. In this setup, we combine the SD adapters 493

by sequentially stacking them (Pfeiffer et al., 2020) 494

(Stacking) or by fusing them, i.e., interpolating be- 495

tween their outputs (Pfeiffer et al., 2021) (Fusion). 496

The MD specialization results are shown in 497

Table 6. Interestingly, combining SD adapters 498

in downstream training (via Stacking or Fusion) 499

performs en par with full-sized two-domain spe- 500

cialization on DOMAINREDDIT by means of RS- 501

Class training. In contrast to TOD-BERT-RS-Class 502

(Full-FT), which requires full retraining of the 503

model on the unlabelled domain-specific corpora 504

for each combination of the domains, combining 505

SD adapters is much more efficient as it does not re- 506

quire any further intermediate domain training for 507

domain combinations. In the 3-domain setup (Ho- 508

tel+Taxi+Restaurant), the Fusion approach even 509
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Figure 3: Relative improvements (TOD-BERT-RS-
Contrast vs. TOD-BERT) in cross-domain DST transfer.

Model Hotel+
Train

Attraction+
Train

Hotel+Taxi+
Restaurant

BERT 42.66 45.06 37.00
TOD-BERT 46.38 46.40 42.47
TOD-BERT-RS-Class Full-FT 47.39 47.33 42.39

Stacking 47.19 46.68 42.15
Fusion 44.25 45.57 44.02

Table 6: DS-TOD performance on DST in multi-
domain scenarios. We compare the fully multi-domain-
specialized variant (Full-FT) of the TOD-BERT-RS-
Class model with its variant that combines readily avail-
able single-domain adapters (Stacking and Fusion) on
three multi-domain evaluation sets.

outperforms the full 3-domain specialization (TOD-510

BERT-RS-Class Full-FT) by 2 points.511

Overall, we find that the adapter composi-512

tions provide a simple and effective way to com-513

bine information from several domain-specialized514

adapters, removing the need for additional MD spe-515

cialization in the face of MD dialogs downstream.516

6 Related Work517

TOD Datasets. Datasets for task-oriented di-518

alog can be divided into single-domain (Wen519

et al., 2017; Mrkšić et al., 2017) and multi-domain520

ones (Budzianowski et al., 2018; Rastogi et al.,521

2020). The latter are generally seen as closer to522

real-world situations and intended usages of per-523

sonal assistants, where strict adherence to a sin-524

gle domain is unlikely. While downstream TOD525

datasets exist for specific domains, corresponding526

large(er)-scale datasets that would enable domain-527

specific pretraining have been limited to the general528

domain (Henderson et al., 2019a). We address this529

gap in this work by creating large-scale domain-530

specific corpora – flat as well as dialogic – for the531

five domains of the MultiWOZ dataset.532

Pretrained Language Models in Dialog. The533

advantages of large-scale pretraining of deep lan-534

guage models on massive amounts of text (Devlin535

et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019; Lewis et al.,536

2020), ubiquitous in natural language tasks, have 537

also spilled over to task-oriented dialog. Recent 538

research focused on either (1) leveraging general- 539

domain dialogic resources (e.g., Reddit, Twitter) 540

in order to improve downstream TOD tasks (Hen- 541

derson et al., 2019c, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Bao 542

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021b) or (2) using TOD 543

datasets to inject dialogic structure into PLMs (Wu 544

et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2021; Su et al., 2021). Nei- 545

ther of the two, however, considers domain adapta- 546

tion or domain-specific pretraining. 547

Domain Adaptation and Knowledge Reuse. In- 548

termediate training is the prevalent approach for 549

injecting domain knowledge into PLMs, either as 550

a step before the downstream task-specific fine- 551

tuning (Glavaš et al., 2020) or in parallel with it 552

(i.e., in a multi-task training setup) (Gururangan 553

et al., 2020). In the narrower context of TOD, 554

Whang et al. (2020) present the lone effort on do- 555

main specialization for TOD: they focus on easier, 556

single-domain TOD and investigate the specializa- 557

tion effect with a single task, response retrieval. In 558

this work, in contrast, we focus on dialogic domain- 559

specific pretraining and show its effectiveness in 560

multi-domain TOD. For efficiency and to avoid 561

catastrophic forgetting, adapter modules have been 562

widely used for parameter-efficient fine-tuning of 563

PLMs for new tasks (Houlsby et al., 2019) and 564

languages (Pfeiffer et al., 2020). Non-destructive 565

adapter compositions (e.g., stacking or fusion) can 566

be beneficial if multiple knowledge facets, stored 567

in separate adapters, need to be leveraged (Pfeiffer 568

et al., 2020, 2021). 569

7 Conclusion 570

We introduced DS-TOD – a novel framework for 571

domain specialization of PLMs for task-oriented 572

dialog. Given a collection of in-domain dialogs, 573

we extract domain terms and use them to filter in- 574

domain dialogic corpora. Our experimental study, 575

on five domains of the MultiWOZ dataset, shows 576

that domain specialization, especially by means 577

of response selection objectives on the dialogic in- 578

domain corpora, leads to consistent gains in TOD 579

tasks: dialogue state tracking and response retrieval. 580

We hope that our domain-specific resources (which 581

we make available at [URL-ANONYMOUS]) catalyze 582

research on domain specialization for TOD, es- 583

pecially for multi-domain setups. Our future ef- 584

forts will focus on the joint domain- and language- 585

specialization for task-oriented dialog. 586
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